August 9, 2018
Dan Ruben
Executive Director
Equal Justice America
Building II – Suite 204
13540 East Boundary Rd.
Midlothian, VA 23112
Dear Mr. Ruben,
Over the course of my summer 2018 internship at with Catholic Charities of Galveston-Houston’s
St. Frances Cabrini Center, I have learned a great deal while working alongside the teams of the Family
Visa Program (FVP) and the Crime Victims Program (CVP). I have had the opportunity to work on a vast
array of cases such as; DACA, adjustments of status and work authorization’s for Cuban immigrants, UVisa certifications and applications, attending a USCIS adjustment of status interview, attending a master
calendar hearing for an asylum case, assisting in the preparation of a 601A waiver, as well as the
preparation of a brief regarding the exception to the one year deadline for an asylum case. Additionally, I
had the opportunity to work as an interpreter alongside Pro Bono Attorneys that conducted Pro Se Asylum
intakes applications for juveniles currently living at one of the local shelters. Catholic Charities strives to
provide caring, compassionate services, and advocating for social justice in collaboration with parishes
and communities.
I am most thankful, for the hands-on experience that Catholic Charities has provided me with this
internship. I have had the chance to use my legal research and writing skills while also having one-on-one
contact with clients. It was a wonderful balance that provided me with an invaluable experience that I
know will be helpful in my pursuit of becoming a successful practice ready attorney.
Throughout the course of my internship, I felt very rewarded while working with various clients
and their cases. A client that stands out to me the most, would be the client I had the most contact with;
who I got know from the very beginning of my internship up till the very end. I first met this client while
shadowing a U-Visa intake. All of the potential U-Visa clients, have experienced horrendous ordeals, but
this particular intake surpassed many as it dealt with the sexual assault of a minor by a family member. I
was able to submit the certification to two agencies, and weeks later received a signed certification. Then,

I had the opportunity to conduct the U-Visa follow-up appointment, and prepare the application. While
working with the client, I got to know her, her family, and the difficulties they have faced as a result of the
crime. More importantly, I witnessed how as a family, they persevered this horrendous ordeal against all
odds. I admire their strength and am grateful to have had the chance to assist this family in their greatest
time of need. The client’s thanks and blessings were the greatest reward of all.
I am truly grateful for EJA supporting my internship opportunity at Catholic Charities. I have
always been interested in pursuing a career in immigration law. My internship with Catholic Charities
made this interest that much stronger. As frustrating and difficult a time we currently are facing in
immigration law, I am thankful to being working alongside an organization that not only seeks to fight to
protect the rights of immigrants, but who also strives to make the community aware and who encourages
change for the betterment of our community and for our country.

Sincerely,

Ruth E. Garbanzo
Ruth E. Garbanzo
J.D. Candidate - Class of 2020
South Texas College of Law

